During the RHIC Shutdown preceding Run13 for polarized protons, various upgrades were brought to the STAR detector, one of which being the partial installation of the Forward GEM Tracker (FGT). This installation includes a new beam pipe at the center of the detector with an internal radius half the size of what the replaced pipe was, from 40 mm to 20 mm. The following reviews the results of a vertical aperture scans in the STAR interaction region performed at injection energy with both beams, and gives an estimate of the measured transverse offset of the new STAR pipe.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the Run13 Startup, STAR reported seeing high radioactive decay in the detector when trying to take cosmic ray data, an indication that the RHIC beams were irradiating the detector heavily. Since the separation bumps in the lattice design of both beamlines were identical to the ones used in the previous polarized protons run, a misalignment of the new STAR beam pipe with respect the magnets around it could explain the high radiation levels observed. One way to determine whether the pipe is actually off-axis is to scan its vertical aperture with both beams by changing the amplitude of the separation bumps across the interaction region (IR). Since the beam decay signal will increase when the beam reaches the edge of the pipe, the beams will be considered as scraping the pipe when the beam loss rate goes over 50% per hour. This ensures consistency during the scan for both sides of the aperture and for both beams. Figure 1 shows the amplitude of the vertical separation bumps in STAR that were used for the aperture scan. 
II. MEASUREMENT
The aperture scans are performed for both beams at injection energy for the pp13a-v1 ramp with 6 bunches per beam; the corresponding optic functions at the studied beam position monitors (BPM's) are given in Table I , as calculated by the RHIC online model. Figures 2 and 3 show the details of the scans with the Blue and Yellow beam respectively. The normalized 95% vertical emittance measured by the RHIC Ionization Profile Monitor (IPM) is also shown for both beams. It can be seen of Figure 3 that a large fraction of the beam was lost when scanning the aperture on the way down with the Yellow beam: the beam decay signal remained over 1000% per hour for a significant amount * The work was performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy. of time after the last step, and the normalized emittance dropped from 8π to 6π. To get an accurate measurement of the STAR pipe offset, one has calculate the distance between its two edges by considering both the position of the center of the beam (given by the amplitude of the separation bump) and the beam size as measured by the IPM. Table II compiles the result at the DX BPM's (closest to the new STAR pipe) for both aperture scans. Since this measurement was performed early in the Run13 startup period, some of the BPM's did not have their timing properly set up: that was the case for g5-bx for the Blue beam, which was reporting data for the Yellow beam. Therefore the only DX BPM used for the aperture scan in Blue is g6-bx. Beam / Scan Position at g5-bx Position at g6-bx 95% Vertical normalized emittance Aperture Table II , the measured offset of the new STAR pipe in the vertical plane is about -9.5 mm in Blue and -6.9 mm in Yellow. The discrepancy of 2.6 mm between the two could be attributed in part to the resolution of the measurements, in particular of the normalized emittance of the Blue beam as evidenced by the fluctuations seen in Figure 2 . Considering that the beam offset used for the entire Run13 operations was set at -5 mm (setting the separation bumps in the STAR interaction region at +0 mm for Blue and -10 mm for Yellow), the conservative approach pushes for a recommendation to raise the new STAR pipe by 6.9 mm in the vertical plane.
